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In recent years Malayo-Polynesian linguistics has successfully established itself and 
many reconstructions, even back to the Proto Austronesian level. However, the question 
of phonemic stress has, in general, been too long in the background. 1 If, for example, one 
posits stress as predictable and hence non-phonemic for Proto Malayo-Polynesian, how is 
it that it does become phonemic in so many daughter languages in the Philippines? What 
events took place in the development of such languages as Aklanon, Cebuano, Hiligaynon, 
Tagalog, or Waray within the Tagalic family, or Palawan Batak, Iraya, Palawano, and many 

orthern Philippine languages outside of the Tagalic family where stress is now phonemic? 

In this paper2 we will discuss how certain phenomena of stress and length come to 
be in two languages: Tagalog and Aklanon (Visayan), from the historical point of view, 
i.e. by taking a certain number of reconstructions we will explain why the stress occurs 
where it does on the reflex forms. Some residual forms that correspond in all sister lan
guages reflecting phonemic stress suggest that stress must have occurred on that syllable 
in the proto language. A number of unexplained forms leave us with some questions worth 
further discussion. 

I.I. THE DATA 

In the interest of being systematic I have taken an adapted version of the Swadesh 
200 word list (see Table 2) and indicated the Tagalog and Aklanon forms as well as the 
most probable Proto Tagalic reconstruction(s), suggested not only by the two languages 
but by other members of the family as well : Cebuano, Hiligaynon, Kuyonon, Kinaray-a and 
Odionganon. Where no single proto form is discernable, I have listed two forms in paren
theses, the first form listed being the most probable reconstruction based on evidence from 
other sister languages. In some cases innovations may be shown (cf. Aklanon dujUTl}Jan 
035 'ear'). The Proto Tagalic form is shown followed by the innovation in parentheses. In 
those cases needing more clarification, the Proto Malayo-Polynesian reconstruction is also 

1Being in the field I am unable to check my references, but I believe Dempwolff decided that 
stress was not phonemic for PMP. Bloomfield also thought that the materials available to date were 
not accurate enough and rarely indicated stress. 

21 am writing this paper towards the end of eight months of field work on Central Philippine 
languages under the auspices of the Foreign Area Fellowship Program. I am most grateful for their 
assistance. I would also like to express my gratitude to the Summer Institute of Linguistics and its 
members for their assistance, particularly Drs. Alan and Phyllis Healey for their advice, Ed Ruch for in
formation on Kalamian Tagbanwa, Chuck Walton for data on Surigaonon and Butuanon, and Jerry 
Eck for information on Magindanao. 
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given (cf. PMP*penuq 056 'full'). Stress has been indicated on all but uncertain pro to 
forms. A circumflex accent ( -) indicates that morphemic stress also occurs on a different 
syllable of the same form (see section 3.2). Glottal catch is indicated by 'in the two lan
guages, but by q where definitely in the reconstruction, or by empty brackets [ ] where 
uncertain for the proto language. Brackets around a phoneme otherwise indicate its loss 
in the reflexes but its presence in the proto form. The symbol g indicates a mid back un
rounded semivowel with some local friction in Aklanon (a fricative unrounded o ). The 
symbol L indicates the Tagalic proto phoneme becoming din initial and final position in 
most daughter languages3 and in intervocalic position becoming-/- in Tagalog,4 -g- in Akla
non, and -r- in Bulalakawnon, Kinaray-a, Kuyonon, and Waray. 

1.2. STATISTICAL INFORMATION 

The first 186 items are drawn from the Swadesh 200 word list and yield a percentage 
of 60.2% shared cognates between Tagalog and Aklanon. The remaining 14 items were 
added to make an even 200 which yield 60.0% cognates. Taking the Swadesh 100 word 
list as is, I found 64.0% cognates. In any case, a Tagalog-Aklanon separation of slightly 
more than a millennium is indicated. 

Both Tagalog and Aklanon are considered languages where penultimate stress pre
vails. This is readily ob.served in the writing convention of indicating final stress only. 
A lack of any accent mark on a word indicates penultimate stress. Yet Tagalog has 120 of 
the 200 items stressed on the ultima, while Aklanon has 94. In each language a stressed 
open (CV) syllable has a long vowel, while the vowel in a closed (CVC) syllable is short. 
However, Tagalog words of the shape CVCCVC are always stressed on the ultima, while 
such Aklanon words are stressed on the penultimate. If we take into consideration this 
influence of canonical form on stress patterns and the one monosyllabic form (085), then 
Tagalog has 106 forms out of 185 unexplainably stressed on the ultima while Aklanon has 
94 forms out of 164. Stress falls on the final syllable in more than half of the cases where 
it could occur on either syllable of a CVCV(C) form . These statistics are shown in Table 1 . 
Surely such an anomaly is worth investigation. Most of these anomalies can be explained 
from the historical point of view if we consider canonical form, proto phonological shapes 
and morphology. 

TABLE 1 

TAGALOG AKLANON 

Stress: Number Percent Number Percent 
Canonically dictated - 14 7.0% 35 17.5% 
Monosyllabic form - 1 .5% 1 .5% 
On ultimate - 106 53.0% 94 47.0% 
On penultimate - 79 39.5% 70 35.0% 
TOTAL- 200 100.0% 200 100.0% 
Unexplained ultimate - 106/ 57 .29% 94/ 57.31% 

185 164 

3Qdionganon (Visayan, on Tablas, Romblon) has the reflex /r/ in all positions. 

4In some cases Tagalog evidences -h- or-</>- for *-L-. These instances warrant further study. 
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PHONOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

I. CANONICAL FORM 

Tagalog and Aklanon have eight cognates mutually reflecting the shape CVCCVC: 

PROTO FORM TAGALOG AKLANON GLOSS 

038 *qitlug 'it16g 'ftlog 'egg' 
049 *qis[ e ]daq 'isda' 'fsda' 'fish' 
095 *LinLiq 'hfndi' 'fndi' (negative) 
122 *binhiq binhf' bfnhi' 'seed' 
138 *tindeg tindrg tindog 'stand' 
142 *sepsep sipsip supsup 'suck' 

152 *te+t[e ]lu tatl6 tatlo 'three' 
176 *pak+pak pakpak pakpak 'wing' 

Each language handles the stress differently but systematically. Because other 
daughter languages are equally ambivalent as to penultimate or ultimate stress, it would be 
hard to suggest where the stress fell on such forms in Proto Tagalic. One point, however, is 
clear. I know of no central Philippine language that shows contrasts of stress on words of 
this shape : stress will regularly fall on the ultimate in Kuyonon and on the penultimate in 
Cebuano or Kalamian CVCCVC forms. An investigation of other Philippine languages 
would be most enlightening to see if this generalization holds true. It seems that stress 
contrasts may only occur on forms of the CVCV(C) shape. Hence, where stress fell on 
Proto Tagalic CVCCVC forms is of academic interest since it does not bear on the issue at 
hand. 

Tagalog has five other individual occurrences of this shape: 052, 089, 102, 145, 146; 
Aklanon has twenty-seven: 009, 010, 014, 028, 030, 035, 036, 043, 045, 055, 090, 098, 
118, 126, 127, 129, 136, 141, 143, 147, 160, 170, 173, 181 , 188, 190, and 192. 

2.2. *e IN PENULTIMATE 

If we posit for Proto Tagalic the. same process that is now current in Malay , namely 
that if the penultimate has a pepet then the stress falls on the ultimate, we can con
sistently account for a number of ultimate stresses in our data : 14 in Tagalog and 11 in 
Aklanon. Forms from outside of our check list also confirm this pattern. 

013 *heyep hihip5 huy6p 'blow' 
017 *lebe11 libfo gub67) 'bury' 
051 *letaw litaw gutaw 'float' 
053 *lepad lipad gupad 'fly' 
056 *penuq (PMP) pun6' pun6' 'full' 

5The form presented here shows morphological regularization of the stress, e.g. Tag: hihip or 
Aki: puga'. (See section 3.2.) 
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076 *wela [ ] kaliwa'6 wagah 'left side' 
082 *lesaq lisa' gusa' 'nit' 
137 *pegaq piga' puga' 5 'squeeze' 
182 *delaw dilaw dugaw 'yellow' 
189 *heyaq hiya' huya' 'shame' 
194 *be77el bi77{ bu776g 'deaf 
PMP *be Ras bigas bu gas 'milled rice' 
PMP *[ ] etut 'ut6t' 'ut6t 'flatulence' 
PMP *besuR bus6g bus6g 'satisfied' 

See also Tagalog 057, 063 , 126, 199 and Aklanon 018. 

2.3 . CONSONANT LOSS 

The loss of a proto consonant phoneme under certain conditions influences the 
placement of stress in a good number of Tagalog forms . Aklanon is more conservative and 
preserves the basic phonemes, although the process of metathesis often occurs. 

2.31. LOSS OF GLOTTAL FROM *-qC-

In words of the shape CVqCV(C), loss of *q from the penultimate results in stress 
on the penultimate reflex, not only in five forms from our data but also in forms from 
outside. 

055 *qeq[ e] pat 'a pat 'ap'at 'four' 
129 *qeq[e] nem 'anim 'an'om 'six' 
098 *baqgu b~go bag'o 'new' 
173 *si+q[e]nu sino sin'o 'who?' 
192 *pa77 +tagqinep panaginip 'dream' 
PMP *buqni buni bUn'i 'ringworm' 
PMP *leqya luya guy'a 'ginger' 
PMP *kaq [e] n+en kanin kan'on 'cooked rice' 
PMP *baqtaw bataw (beans) 

2.32. LOSS OF GLOTTAL FROM *-Cq-

In words of the shape CVCqV(C), loss of *q in the ultimate evidences stress on the 
ultimate in six forms from our data and in nine additional forms. 

014 *butqul but6 Han: but'ul 'bone' 
030 *dumqi dumi Tsg: dummi 'dirty' 
034 *qali+k+abquk 'alikab6k Hi!: yab'ok 'body' 
136 *besqak sibak6 Setn : bes'ak 'chop/ split' 

6Tue form presented shows metathesis. 
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188 *begqat bigat Aid: bug'at 'heavy' 
196 *ka+taqu+an 

*ka+tawq+an katawan Lub: kataw'an 'body' 
PMP *ba17qis ba17is lry: ba17'is 'fierce' 
PMP *baRqa17 baga11 Aid: bag'a11 'molar tooth' 
PMP *[ ]egqeb 'igib Aid: sag'ob 'fetch water 
PMP *hamquR ham6g Aid: ham'og 'dew' 
PMP *pasqan pasan Aid : pas'an 'carry on 

shoulder 
PMP *sabqa saba Aid : sab'a (banana) 
PMP *sipqun sip6n Aid : s[p'on 'mucus; 

cold' 
PMP *tabqaT'/ ta bar/ Aid: tab'aT'/ 'flavorless' 
PMP *tamqis tam[s Aid: tam'is 'sweet' 

Since Aldanon retains the glottal and Tagalog reflects stress in the syllable losing 
the glottal, it is often possible to reconstruct a form on the basis of both languages. 
However, it is important to cross-check with such languages as Bikol or Palawan Batak or 
Aborlan Tagbanwa which retain the glottal in its exact syllabic position. 

2.33 LOSS OF CONSONANT FROM *-CC-

Two examples in our data suggest that the loss of a consonant from a cluster results 
in stress on the ultima, just as if the form were still of the shape CVCCVC. A search of a 
Tagalog lexicon is necessary to substantiate this hypothesis. 

087 
090 

2.34 SYNCOPE 

*hid[e ]gaq 
*bigbig 

higa' 
bib[g 

Hil: hlgda' 'lie down' 
'lips/mouth' 

The reduction of an original trisyllabic form results in ultimate stress in Tagalog. 
Three forms from our data as well as two additional forms illustrate this. 

060 *kama+i kamay 'hand' 
099 *gab[qi gab[ Aid: gabl'i 'night' 
135 *ludahaq (PMP) dura 'spit' 
PMP *tebuhu tub6 Aid: tub6h 'sugar cane' 
PMP DeDehem dililn Aid: dug6m 'dark' 

Note that Aldanon also evidences this phonemonenon in the last two forms. 

2.35 CONSONANT CHANGE OR LOSS 

Loss of -1- or-'- in Tagalog seems to push the stress to the ultima. 

087 *bulan bu wan bugan 'moon' 
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113 
139 
141 
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*dcilan da'an dagan 
*bituqen bituwfn bitu'on 
*tuqed tuw{d7 tu'od 

'road' 
'star' 
'straight/ 
true' 

It should be noted, however, that 'u'od (179) has either not succumbed to this process or 
perhaps did so but has since regularized stress back to the penultimate. 

3. MORPHOLOGICAL CONCLUSIONS 

3.1. FORM CLASSES 

Certain stress patterns may legitimately be explained on the basis of form classes, 
where groups of words envisioned as part of a semantic or grammatical paradigm are given 
patterns of stress similar to one another, but apart from the otherwise normal stress 
patterns of the rest of the lexicon. In almost all cases exceptions are due to the canonical 
form CVCCVC. 

3.11 TOPIC SLOT PRONOUNS 

All of the Tagalic daughter languages have topic pronouns stressed on the ultima. 

067 *[ ]aku 'ak6 'ak6 'I' 
184 *[ ]ikaw 'ikaw 'ikliw 'thou' 
061 *siya siya 'imaw 'he/she' 
167 *kami kami kami 'we ( excl. )' 
168 *kita tayos kita 'we (incl.)' 
183 *kamu kay6 kam6 'you' 
147 *siLl sila sanda9 'they' 

3.12 NUMERALS 

Numerals are also generally stressed on the ultima in Tagalic languages. Aklanon, 
interestingly enough, breaks the rule of canonical form only when counting items out, i.e. 
instead of stress on the penultimate, numerals of the shape CVCCVC are also stressed on 
the ultima, but only when the numbers are uttered in actual counting. 

104 
160 
152 

*[ ]isa 
*de+ L[ e ]wha 
*te+t[e ]lu 

'isa 
dalawa 
tatl6 

'isaga 
daywa 
tatl6 

'one' 
'two' 
'three' 

7This Tagalog form may be related to Biko! tul'id (*tulqid), in which case we have both 
consonant loss and a glottal in the ultima drawing ultimate stress. 

8Tagalog also has the pronoun kita, but as a Topic-Patient form ('I-actor to-ye-patient') , 
'in'i'ibig kitti 'I love you.' Tayo is an innovation and has regularized stress. 

9This stress pattern is explained by the CVCCVC canonical form. 
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055 * qe+q[ e ]pat )2.31 ( 'ap'at 'four' 
050 *lima lima lima 'five' 
129 *qe+q[ e ]nem )2.31 ( 'an'6m 'six' 
123 *pi tu pit6 pit6 'seven' 
039 *walu wal6 wag6 'eight' 
100 *siyam siyam siyam 'nine' 

The numeral for ten (146) falls under a different category in each language. 

3.13 VOCATIVES 

The forms for 'father' and 'mother' are handled quite differently in a number of 
languages. In Magindanao, for example, they receive a final glottal stop. In the Tagalic 
family the are stressed on the final syllable: 

044 *[ Jama[ J 'ama 'amili 'father' 
088 *[ Jina [ ] 'ina 'inili 'mother' 

3.14. INTERROGATIVE PARTICLES 

These forms are generally stressed on the ultima. 

066 *piLa+77 'ilan pila 'how 
many?' 

169 *[ ]enu 'an6 'an6 'What?' 
171 ka'ilan hin'un6 'when 

(fut)?' 
172 *sa+( di)+qen[ u] sa'an si'in 'where?' 

3.15 NEGATIVES 

094 *be ken )2.1( buk6n 'not so' 
096 *waLaq wala' 'uwa' 'don't 

have' 
097 huwag 'a yaw 'do not!' 

3.16 DEICTICS 

The basic deictic forms of each language (i.e. those which have no active or frozen 
inflectional affixes) receive final stress. Derived forms have undergone various morpho
logical processes and are not presently easy to trace to specific proto forms. 

025 .. -m 'iya (near 
speaker) 

026 'it6 'una' (near both) 
027 'iyan 'ina' (near 

listener) 
028 'iy6n )2.1( (far away) 
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3.2 MORPHEMIC STRESS 

Another manifestation of the tendency of words to group together as classes can be 
seen in the stress pairs of both Tagalog and Aklanon. Usually when two forms are identical 
except for stress, stress tends to be morphemic, i.e. take the place of a morpheme. In 
Tagalog the pair tapus: :tapus refer respectively to a verb 'to finish' and an adjective 
'finished'. In Aklanon, gi'si' is used as a verb meaning 'to rip/tear', while gisf is an adjective 
meaning 'tom'. In either language the ultimate stress is equivalent to the morpheme na
'accidentally got x-ed'. Even more generally, penultimate stress marks verbs; ultimate 
stress marks nouns or adjectives derived from those verbs. Hence, Aklanon bagriy means 
'to build or construct' while bagay means 'house'. (187) 

Certain forms can be explained as remnants of stress pairs. Aklanon tanrin (001) 
means 'all', but derives from Proto Mesa-Philippine *trinan, which gives us Tagalog trinan 
'to elope, run away together' and Iraya tanrin 'each/both of two'. The Aklanon and the 
Iraya forms are remnants of the ultimate stress adjective form, while the Tagalog form 
manifests the penultimate stress verb form. 

Aklanon has the minimal pairs butori 'to pull' and but6ri 'young coconut' while 
Palawan Batak has beteri 'coconut water' and beteri 'to pull'. Note the flip-flop of stress 
between the two languages. Apparently Aklanon has regularized the verb form to penulti
mate stress and the noun to ultimate stress according to the pattern of the language, while 
Batak has preserved the original stress placement on the word 'to pull'. The forms relating 
to coconuts are innovations but regularized according to the canons of each language. 

Such morphemic regularization accounts for the stress discrepancies in Aklanon 
063, 068, 092, 107, 112, 124, 137, 150, 193 and Tagalog 013, 018, 048, 068. 

Both Tagalog and Aklanon show morphemic stress pairs in 016, 019, 078, 092, 115, 
131; even when the forms are not cognate. 

Tagalog: 
Aklanon: 
English: 

Tagalog: 
Aklanon: 
Enzlish: 

Siya+y nagluluto' nari saba. 
Imaw hay nagagriha' 'it sab'a. 
He (is) cooking (obj) bananas. 

Lut6' na. 
tpahri' gun. 
Cooked now. 

3.3 REGULARIZATION 

Returning to our original premise that Proto Tagalic was stressed on the penultimate 
syllable except for phonological or morphological considerations as under discussion, we 
find a large number of our forms "regular": 66 in Tagalog and 62 in Aklanon, with a total 
of 38 shared cognates. The following shared cognates allow us to difinitively establish 
penultimate stress on the reconstruction of the proto forms: 006, 016, 024, 037, 041, 
046, 047, 062, 064, 071, 073, 075, 080, 081, 083, 091 , 106, 120, 121, 130, 133, 139, 
151, 155, 156, 157, 158, 161, 163, 164, 166, 175, 177, 178, 185, 186, 197 and 198. 
The remaining Tagalog regular forms are: 002, 009, 022, 031, 035, 036, 065, 069, 072, 
074, 084, 103, 107, 108, 111, 112, 117, 118, 119, 143, 150, 153, 154, 162, 179, 180, 
187, 193;Aklanon: 002, 005, 015, 026, 031, 048, 052, 060, 069, 072, 087, 089, 099, 
102, 103, 113, 128, 145, 146, 148, 180, 195, 196, 200. 
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4. PROTO FINAL STRESS 

4.1 MINIMAL PAIRS 

In the data presented so far we find at least one minimal pair for Proto Tagalic: 
*punuq 'tree stump' and *punuq 'full'. Granting that these forms come from different 
Malayo-Polynesian roots (*puqun and *penuq, respectively), all of the Tagalic languages 
reflect the forms posited, differentiating them by stress, with the exception of Kuyonon 
which does not have phonemic stress and reflects the two homophonously as punit '. 

We also find a near minimal stress pair: *kita 'we - inclusive' and *kfta[ ] 'to see' 
Although Tagalog alone shows 'aso 'dog' we find it as far out as Chamorro gwaso, and if 
we can grant the form as Proto Tagalic (rather than a recent and independent Tagalog 
borrowing), then we have another minimal pair: *[ ]asu 'dog' and *[ ]asu 'smoke' . This 
requires us, however, to posit final stress on *[ ]asu, which may seem unwarranted. 

4.2 CONSISTENCY OF FINAL STRESS IN RESIDUE 

Nonetheless, there are 28 items in the residue which are cognate in Aklanon and 
Tagalog and are also found in many of the Tagalic daughter languages: Bulalakawnon, 
Cebuano, Hiligaynon, Kinaray-a, Odionganon and Romblomanon, all of which exhibit 
phonemic stress as well. 

003 *[ ]abu 'ab6 'ab6 'ashes' 
004 *likud lik6d lik6d 'back' 
007 *tiyan tiyan tiyan 'belly' 
010 *kagat kagat kagat/ 'bite' 

'a11kit 
011 *qitem 'itfm 'itum 'black' 
012,020,029,032,040,059,070,079, 101, 105, 109, 110, 116, 124, 125, 134, 
140, 144, 149, 159, 165, 174, and 191. 

This list should establish the necessity of positing final stress as the only reasonable 
explanation for the final stress of the forms presented. One cannot account for them on 
morphological grounds since we have pairs such as *kaqen and *[ ]inum (if we think of 
eating versus drinking as verbs); nor on phonological grounds *qulu (062), *dilaq (155), 
duguq (012) (if one toys with the theory that *q tends to attract stress); nor on semantic 
grounds *tuhud (071) 'knee' versus *likud (004) 'back' (if we try to group by body parts). 
The only sensible classes we can make out of the data are a "life principle" set: *qatay 
(079), *matay (029), *patay (070); and a color set: *qitem (011) 'black', *pula (110) 
'red', *putiq (174) 'white' along with *delaw (182) 'yellow'. The color set can also be 
justified on morphological grounds as an adjective set receiving ultimate stress (see 
section 3.2). 

4.3 THE RESIDUE 

Our residual forms number 23 for Tagalog and 28 for Aklanon. They do not lend 
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themselves to easy explanation. Nonetheless the problems they pose give us some directions 
to turn to in future research. 

4.31 DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN TAGALOG AND AKLANON STRESS 

Two forms in our data reveal a difference in stress patterns: 

042 
093 

*ma+layuq 
*liqeg 

malayo' 
li'ig 

magay6' 
li'og 

'far' 
'neck' 

In 042 Tagalog reflects the "regular" pattern of penultimate stress while in 093 Aklanon 
does. Unless more research on stress patterns within Tagalog and other Tagalic languages 
proves the contrary , we must just leave these as anomalies. 

4.32 FORMS FOR WHICH WE HA VE NO PROTOTYPES 

A small number of forms seem to reflect innovation or independent retention. 
Unable to reconstruct a proto form we are at an equal impasse to account for the stress 
on the forms. Tagalog: lahat 'all ' (001), masama' 'bad' (005), hi77a 'breathe' (015), tuy6' 
'dry' (033), taba' 'fat'_ (043), mabutilO 'good' (058), laman 'meat' (086), 'up6' 'sit' 
(I 27), mali'it 'small' (132), matagal 'long (time)' (195). Aklanon : huyap 'count' (022), 
siki 'foot' (054), buy6t 'hold' (065), hibayag 'laugh' (074), gub6g 'lie down' (077), 'ab6' 
'many' (084), ma'is6t 'small' (132), pila' 'spit' (135), tika77 'walk' (162), pandih6' 'move 
bowels' (193). Outside of Tagalog 086 which has counterparts in the Northern Philippines 
meaning 'wild pig' (e.g. Agta lama:n) and Aklanon 077 which is found in Kalamian 
Tagbanwa as lubug, these forms seem to be unique to each language . 

Since they do seem to represent comparatively independent items, they may illustrate 
a speech stratum less subject to influence from similar or competing forms in nearby 
languages, and hence they might reveal a basic stress pattern on the ultima contrary to our 
original premise that most forms were stressed on the penult . 

4.33 FORMS WITH PROTOTYPES BUT ULTIMATE STRESS 

Alongside the forms just mentioned there are 11 forms in Tagalog and 16 in Aklanon 
that have cognates in other Philippine languages, but the stress occurs on the final syllable. 
For example, Tagalog datf77 'come' (021), pa'a 'foot' (054) and 'ugat 'root' (114) have 
their counterparts in many other languages (although *paqa generally means 'thigh' and 
*qugat means 'vein, sinew'). Aklanon has 'ab6t 'arrive' (021) alongside Kalamian kabut 
and taputapu 'dust' (034) alongside several Bornean languages, but the stress shows a 
strange independence. Other such Tagalog forms are : 008, 023, 068, 128, 148, 181, 190 
and 200 ; Aklanon: 008, 033, 057, 058, 086, 108, 111, 114, 117, 150, 153, 154, 179 
and 199. 

10Although the stress on mabuti is " regular," we do not know its proto form and therefore 
cannot say if it is regular or irregular from the historical point of view. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS 

We have examined a number of forms supposedly having a high retention rate. Of 
these more than half showed a highly suspicious pattern of ultimate stress. In many 
instances, past or present phonological or morphological processes have accounted for 
the stress. Furthermore, in a small number of residual forms, particularly in a dozen or so 
common to each individual language and hence not subject to outside influence, we find 
a tenacity for word final stress. 

Considering these factors we might well ask if this propensity for accent on the 
ultima was not a feature of Proto Tagalic? Our evidence is reinforced by Kuyonon, the 
only Tagalic language which does not have phonemic stress. In Kuyonon every word is 
stressed on the ultima with the single exception of ka:pon 'yesterday' (derived from 

*kahapun with compensatory lengthening of the vowel due to the loss of -h-, the long 
vowel drawing the stress). Thus length, not stress, comes in to play, but with a very, very 
low functional load. 

If evidence continues to mount in this direction, then perhaps the "academic 
question" we raised earlier is answerable. Words of the CVCCVC shape were most 
probably stressed on the ultima, with the Visayan languages regularizing according to a 
new pattern. But what of the penultimate stresses posited? We are sure Proto Tagalic had 
them too. Did Proto Tagalic inherit or innovate its ultimate stresses? A careful investigation 
of the lexicons of Tagalic and other Philippine languages is called for. As time progresses 
and areas of research increase we should be able to discover just how far back in time we 
can postulate phonemic stress. A language such as Palau which drops all but stressed 
vowels, giving mad from *mata 'eye' or ptux from *bituqen 'star', can help us reach the 
Malayo-Polynesian level, if indeed we can go back that far. What is needed by this time is 
finally raising our comparative studies from the segmental/phonological level and con
sidering suprasegmentals as well. 

TABLE 2 

TAGALOG AND AKLANON 200 WORD LIST WITH (PROBABLE) 
PROTO FORMS AND ENGLISH GLOSS 

TAGALOG AKLANON RECONSTRUCTION(S) GLOSS 

001 lah:it ta nan <*tanan/ ? l 'all' 
002 h:iyop sapat (*hayep/*sapat) 'animal' 
003 'ab6 'aboh *qabu 'ashes' 
004 likod lilcod *likud 'back' 
005 ma+sama' ma+,a'in (*la[] in/sama[ ] ) 'bad' 
006 pa+ligo' pa+hgos *pa+Lfgus 'bathe' 
007 tiyan tiyan *tiyan 'belly' 
008 ma+lalcf ma+bah6g (*Lalcel/bahel) 'big' 
009 ' ibon pfspis (*pispis/*[] ibun) 'bird' 
010 kagat ' a17kit (*kagat/*[] ar/kit) 'bite' 
011 ma+'itfm ma+' itum *qi tern 'black' 
012 dug6' dug6' *duguq 'blood' 
013 hihip huyop *heyep 'blow' 
014 but6 tug' an (*teqlan/*butqul) 'bone' 
015 hir/ii ginhawa (*ge+hi+nawa/*hi17 a) 'breathe' 
016 sunug sunog *sunug 'burn' 
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Table 2 (continued) 

017 libf17 gub617 *lebC17 'bury' 
018 'anak 'u~' *[ ] anak/(*[ ] e1]aq) 'child' 
019 lut<>' gilia' (*lutuq/*liliaq) 'cook' 
020 lamfg gamfg *lamfg 'cold' 
021 datf17 'ab6t (*date1]/*qabut) 'come' 
022 bila17 huyap ( *bila17 I ? > 'count' 
023 'iyak ta17is (*ta17is/* [ ] iyak) 'cry' 
024 hfwa' kfwa' *hfwaq 'cut' 
025 'irf/dfni 'iya/raya Deictic- I st 
026 'it6/dfto 'una'/ruyon Deictic-Dual 
027 'iyan/ diyan 'ina' /rana' Deictic-2nd 
028 'iy6n/do'6n 'fdto/rat6 Deictic-3rd 
029 matay matay *matay 'die' 
030 ma+dumf ma+hfgko' (*dumqi /? ) 'dirty' 
031 'aso 'ayam ([ l asu/qayam) 'dog' 
032 'in6m 'in6m *j l inum 'drink' 
033 tuy6' ma$ili ( maLa I? ) 'dry' 
034 'alikab6k taputapuh (*qali +k+abquk/*tapu) 'dust' 
035 taf17a du$u1]gan *talf17a /(*d+eL+e1] [e ]g+an) 'ear' 
036 lupa' gugta' 'earth' 
037 ka'in ka'on *kaqen 'eat' 
038 'itl6g 'ftlog *qitlug 'egg' 
039 wal6 wag6 *walu 'eight' 
040 ma ta ma ta *ma ta 'eye' 
041 hulog hugog *hulug 'fall' 
042 ma +lay6 ma+gay6' *ma+Layuq 'far' 
043 taba' tambuk (*tabaq/*tambek) 'fat' 
044 'ama 'amili *[Jama [ ] 'father' 
045 takot hadlok (*takut/haldek) 'fear' 
046 balahibo ba$ahibo *balahibu 'feather' 
047 baba'e babayi *baba[ ]i 'female' 
048 'ap6y kagayo (*[ ~apuy/*k+aL+ayu) 'fire' 
049 'isda' 'fsda' *qis e ]daq 'fish' 
050 lima lima *lima 'five' 
051 litaw iutaw *letaw 'float' 
052 bulaklak bugak *bulak 'flower' 
053 lip ad gupad *Jepad 'fly' (verb) 
054 pa'a sikf (*paqa/*siki) 'foot' 
055 'apat 'ap'at *qeq(e )pat 'four' 
056 pun6' pun6' *punuq (PMP*penuq) 'full' 
057 bigay ta'6 (*begay/*taqu) 'give' 
058 ma+buti mayad 'good (at)' 
059 buh6k buh6k *buhuk (PMP*buhek) 'hair' 
060 kamay 'alfma (*kama [ ]i/*qallma) 'hand' 
061 siya 'imaw *siya /(* i+maqu) 'he/she' 
062 'ulu 'ugo *qulu 'head' 
063 dinfg biiti' *de17eg /(*batiq) 'hear' 
064 puso' tagipus6'on *pusuq 'heart' 
065 Mwak buy6t 'hold' 
066 ·nan pila *piLa+17 'how many?' 
067 'ak6 'ak6 *[ ]aku 'I' 
068 lo'6b sug6d *sel6d/(*luqub) 'in( side)' 
069 bituka tina'i (*bituka /* tinaqi) 'intestines' 
070 patay patay *patay 'kill' 
071 tuhod tuhod *tuhed 'knee' 
072 'alam ka +sayod (*[ ]atam/*saLed) 'know (how)' 
073 kilrua kilaga *kilala 'know (name)' 
074 tawa hibayag *tawa / ( ? ) ' laugh' 
075 dahon dilion *dahun 'leaf 
076 kaliwa' wagili *wela[ ] 'leftside' 
077 higa' gub6g *hid~ ]gaq/*lebug 'lie down' 
078 buhay buhr (*bu iq/*buhay) 'live' 
079 'atay 'atay *qatay 'liver' 
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Table 2 (continued) 

080 ma+haba' ma+Mba' *ma+Mbaq 'long' 
081 kuto kuto *kutu 'louse' 
082 tisa' gusa' *lesaq (PMP*lisehaq) 'louse egg' 
083 laliiki gagaki *la+laki 'male' 
084 ma+climi 'ab6' (*dame [ ] /* ? ) 'many' 
085 sa sa *sa marker: 'at' 
086 lam an ' un6d 'meat/flesh 
087 bu wan bu~an *bulan 'moon' 
088 'in3 'ina *[ Jina[ ] 'mother' 
089 bund6k bu kid *bukid /(*bunduk) 'mountain' 
090 bib lg bii'ba' ( *baq baq/bigbig) 'mouth' 
091 T)iilan T)agan *T)iilan 'name' 
092 ma+lapil ma+gaplt *ma+Lapit 'near(by)' 
093 li'lg !fog *llqeg 'neck' 
094 hindi' buk6n' *beken negative: not so' 
095 hbdi' 'fodi' *LinLiq negative: 'will not' 
096 wala' 'uwci' *waLaq negative: 'have 

none' 
097 huwag 'ayaw (*[ ]ayaw/? ) negative: 'do not!' 
098 bago bag'o *baqgo 'new' 
099 gab! gabi'i *gablqi 'night' 
100 siyam siyam *siyam 'nine' 
101 'i16ng 'i16ng *qiLu7) 'nose' 
102 ma+tanda' ma+g6ga7) (*g6La7)/*tandaq) 'old (person)' 
103 luma' gagi 'old (person)' 
104 'isi 'isaga *[ ]isa 'one' 
105 'ibii 'iba *[Jibii 'other(s)' 
106 ta'o tawo *ta [ ]u 'person' 
107 hila buto7) (*hil.a/*bete1)) 'pull' 
108 tutak tug6d (*tulak/*tulud) 'push' 
109 'utan 'ugan *quLan 'rain' 
110 pula puga *pula 'red' 
111 kanan tu'6 (*k + anan/*tuqu) 'right>!de' 
112 'il.og suba' (*[ ]il.ug/subaq) 'river' 
113 da'an dagan *diilan 'road' 
114 'ugat gam6t (*gamut/qugat) 'root' 
115 bil6g bi16g *bilug 'round' 
116 'asin 'asfo *qasfo 'salt' 
117 buha7)in bagas (*buhaT)an/*baLas) 'sand' 
118 sabi ham bag 'say/speaL' 
119 kamut kagot (*kiilut/? 'scratch' 
120 cligat dagat *dagat 'sea' 
121 klta klta' *klta[] 'see' 
122 binhi' blnhi' *binhiq 'seed' 
123 pit6 pit6 *pitu 'seven' 
124 tahl' tahf' *tahlq 'sew' 
125 ma+ talfrn ma+tagum *ma+taLem 'sharp' 
126 +kapatld +ma7)hud (*ka+pa+eted/*ma+ T)uhed) 'sibling' 
127 'up6' pu7)ko' 'sit' 
128 balat panit (*pa +qanit/ ? 'skin' 
129 'anim 'cin'um *qeq [e]nem 'six' 

130 1a11 it ga11it •1a11it 'sky' 
131 tutog tugog *tulug 'sleep' 
132 ma+li'lt ma+is6t 'small' 
133 baho' biiho' *biihuq 'smell/stink' 
134 'as6 'as6 *[ ]asu 'smoke' 
135 dura' pila' (PMP*ludhaq/ ? 'spit' 
136 sibiik bus'ak *besqak 'split/chop' 
137 piga' puga' *pegaq 'squeeze' 
138 tindlg tfodog *tindeg 'stand' 
139 bitu'in bitu'on *bituqen 'star' 
140 bat6 bat6 *batu 'stone' 
141 ma+tuwld tadlo7) (*tuqed/*talde7)) 'straight' 
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Table 2 (continued) 

142 sipsfp supsup *sepsep 'suck' 
143 'araw 'adlaw *qa/l/Law 'sun' 
144 la17oy ga17oy *la176y 'swim' 
145 bun tot 'ikog (*[ ]ikug/*buntut) 'tail' 
146 sam+pu' na+pugo' *+puluq ' ten' 
147 sila sand a *si [ n ]La 'they' 
148 ma+kapal ma+damog (*kapal/*damel) 'thick' 
149 ma+nipfs ma+nipfs *ma+nipfs 'thin' 
150 ma+kftid ma+kitfd ma+kftid 'narrow' 
151 'fsip 'fsip *[ ]fsip 'think' 
152 tatlo tatlo *tet [ e ]lu ' three' 
153 tap on pilak 'throw' 
154 tiili' higot *tiili /(*higut) 'tie' 
155 dila' dila' *dilaq 'tongue' 
156 17fpin 17fpon *77fpen 'tooth' 
157 kiihoy kiihoy *kiihuy (PMP*kahiw) ' tree/wood' 
158 puno' puno' *punuq (PMP*puqun) 'tree (trunk)' 
159 balik balfk *balik ' turn (back)' 
160 dalawa daywa *deL(e]wha 'two' 
161 suka sukah *suka 'vomit' 
162 lakad tika11 *lakad /(*tika17) 'walk' 
163 'fnit 'fnit *qfnit 'warm/hot' 
164 hugas hugas *hugas 'wash/ rinse' 
165 basa' basa' *basaq 'wet' 
166 tu big tu bi' *tu big 'water' 
167 kamf kami *kami 'we (excl.)' 
168 tayo kit a *kita 'we (incl.)' 
169 'ano 'ano *qenu 'what?' 
170 ka'ilan kan'o *ke +(piLan/qenu) 'when (past)?' 
171 ka'ilan hin'uno 'when (fut.)?' 
172 sa'in si'fn *sa+[di]+qen [u] 'where?' 
173 sfno sfn'o *si +qenu 'who?' 
174 puti' puti' *putfq 'white' 
175 ha17in ha17in *hii17in 'wind' 
176 pakpak pakpak *pakpak 'wing' 
177 piihid piihid *piihid 'wipe' 
178 'asawa 'asawa *qasawa 'wife/ spouse' 
179 'u'od jago *quled / <? 'worm' 
180 bulati bftos 'worm (stomach)' 
181 ta' on dag'on ( *taqun/ daq ugun) 'year' 
182 dilaw dugaw *delaw 'yellow' 
183 kayo kamo *kamu 'you (pl.)' 
184 ' ikaw ' ikaw *[ ]i+kaw 'you (sing.)' 
185 suso SOSO *susu 'breast' 
186 su17ay su17ay *su17ay 'horn' 
187 biihay bagay *balay 'house' 
188 bigat bug'at *begqat 'heavy' 
189 hiya' huya' *heyaq 'shame' 
190 palit bay lo (*biiliw/*palit) 'exchange' 
191 dala daga *daLa 'bring/ carry' 
192 panagfnip dam go (*pa17+tagqfnep/ ? 'dream' 
193 ci'e pandiho' (*taqi I ? ) 'move bowels' 
194 bi17f bu17og *be17e1 'deaf 
195 ma+tagal ma+buhay ' long time' 
196 katawan gawas (*ka +tawq +an/* lawas) 'body' 
197 'utak 'utok *qutek 'brain' 
198 'iliilim 'idagom *qi+LiiLem ' under' 
199 kabila' pihak (*ke +belaq) *pihak) 'across' 
200 'ita'as 'ibiibaw (*qi+taqas/*+babaw) 'above' 
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Abbreviations of the languages used in this article are: 

Akl : Aklanon (Northern Panay) 

Han: Hanunoo (Southern Mindoro) 

Hil: Hiligaynon (Southern Panay and Negros Occidental) 

Iry: Iraya (Northern Mindoro) 

Lub : Lubang Tagalog (Lubang Island) 

Sem: Semirara (Semirara Island Group, north of Panay) 

Tag: Tagalog 

Tsg: Tausug (Jolo Island and Southern Palawan) 
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Page 86: Rule 1 TAGALOG METATHESIS 

[

-contj 
+ cor 

nas [

-cont] 
-cor 

nas 
1,2-2, 1 

Page 85, line 11: [a'sin] 'salt': [as'nan] 'what is "to be salted' 
line 12: [a'tip] 'roofing': [ap'tan] 'what is to be roofed' 
line 13: [ta'nim] 'that planted': [tam'nan] 'what is to have plants put into it'. 

Page 87, footnote 2, line 4: kinig 'V kifiig 


